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A lot of people are scared of clowns. The fear even has a name: coulrophobia. 

Every Halloween, there are dozens of news stories about creepy clown sightings. 
Target has even taken out clown masks from its Halloween inventory. This year alone, 
there have been alleged clown sightings in 37 states.  But did you ever wonder why so 
many people fear this classic circus performer? The answer isn’t the one you might 
think. 

There is a name for our reaction to things that seem almost too  human. It’s called 
the uncanny valley. The uncanny valley was named when scientists discovered that at 
first, when you see things that are increasingly lifelike, like dolls and teddy bears, you 
feel a positive reaction, such as happiness. But as things get more and more realistic, 
they seem creepy. Things like humanoid robots, gruesome zombies, and yes, clowns, 
seem almost too human. The severe change in response is shown in charts and graphs 
as a drop, hence the name. 

But why does the uncanny valley exist in the first place? Ayse Saygin, a cognitive 
scientist at the University of California, thinks he has an answer. He thinks that when 
you give something appearances like a human’s, the brain has expectations for it to act 
like one. When it doesn’t meet these expectations, the brain responds in fear, or 
disgust. 

The reason that so many people are afraid of clowns is clear. They are just too 
close to humans, but at the same time, not close enough. This results in confusion in 
the brain, and overall fear. This has resulted in a phobia that haunts thousands of both 
children and adults across the U.S. 
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